ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
but France was the centre from which it radiated. One may say
that by 1780 the French upper classes as a whole, including the
middle class and the liberal professions, were living mainly under
its influence. Nearly all the first-rate people who were then
growing up to manhood fell under its spell.
Now, there went with this attack on tradition in its highest
form—the organization of revealed religion; in other words, the
body of Christian doctrine—an affiliated attack upon traditional
organization of every kind, including the tradition of king-
ship and the hierarchy of the social classes: a demand for
EQUALITY.
There was no logical connection between the attack on re-
vealed religion and the demand for social and political equality,
but there came a practical alliance between them and so close
an intermixture that they appeared indistinguishable. There
was nothing novel either in scepticism or in the conception of
human equality—they are as old as the human race and native
to man: what was novel was the eloquence and lucidity and
energy with which they were now expressed in subversion of an
established but decaying order of society, and the man who used
the power of the Word in the mightiest fashion in this branch
of the movement—the demand for equality—was Jean Jacques
Rousfceau, a French-speaking Swiss.
With this demand for human equality went another thing
which in reason is quite distinct from it—a demand for demo-
cratic government^ that is, for the making of laws, and the
administration of them, by the community to whom those laws
will apply. This again is an idea as old as the world, but it was
reasserted with vigour by the new French philosophy, with its
conquering weapon of literary excellence. It may be compared
in the rapid work it did to that other literary miracle, the
Authorized Version of the Bible, the influence of which over
the English people is similarly based upon the Word. Rousseau
was not a creator, nor even a leader, but he could formulate and
present what was already in men's minds. His action began to
be felt after the middle of the century. He published his
Discourse on the Origin of Inequality as early as 1753, but ^e
masterpiece which became the soul and flame of the effort at
democratic government was his famous booklet (it is as short as a
Gospel) The Social Contract, which appeared, with its explosive
effect, in the year 1762. Its ideas and diction became the
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